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From “yellow peril” to “model minority,” Chinese American identity has 
experienced a dramatical change. As one of the most pervasive topics of Chinese 
American literature, the exploration of identity has been noticed by critics for a long 
time. To interpret this phenomenon, different perspectives have been adopted, like 
historical, cultural, psychological and sociological ones, but few attentions are paid 
to the influence of education on Chinese American identity formation. Even though 
there are some researches about the role of education, most of them are focused on 
some limited samples gained from the qualitative methods. China Boy as the debut 
of Gus Lee, since the publication has received great interest at home and abroad. Yet 
only a few concerns are obtained by his second book Honor and Duty. This paper 
tends to combine these two novels together to explore the process of identity 
formation of Kai Ting, the protagonist, from a scraggy little boy to a strong West 
Pointer in the dilemma of traditional Chinese culture and dominant culture. Through 
the research of family education, community and private schooling and college 
cultivation, the thesis aims to probe into the impact of education on the construction 
of Chinese American identity.  
This thesis consists of the following four parts besides introduction and 
conclusion. Introduction presents the life and works of Gus Lee, and the literature 
review.  
The first chapter provides the theory basis of this paper. It first describes the 
educational development process of Chinese Americans and the theory of identity 
development.  
The second chapter discusses the influence of family education on Kai Ting’s 
identity construction. Daili and Uncle Shim’s endeavor in infusing Chinese culture 
results in Kai’s Chinese identity. T.K Ting’s identity labeling, high expectation, and 
















Americanized identity building. All their efforts directly or indirectly play a decisive 
role in Kai’s identity formation. 
The third part gives some information about Kai’s being impacted by the 
community education and private schooling. It is these strong black teachers in 
Y.M.C.A. and Toussaint LaRue who save Kai completely from both his once weedy 
body and blurry mind about identity concept.   
The fourth chapter is about the importance of college education on Kai’s 
identity-building. Instruction from the teachers, discrimination from the peers and 
the dropout from West Point help to lead Kai to the final integration.  
The ending draws a conclusion about the whole thesis, and reveals the 
importance of the analysis above.   
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Chinese American literature, as a unique part in American literature, since its 
appearance has undergone dramatic changes, especially after the 1960s. From the first 
well-known Chinese American writer Edith Eaton, more and more distinguished 
influential writers, like Maxine Hong Kingston, Frank Chin, Amy Tan and Gus Lee,  
appeared on the historical stage. With their masterpieces, they contribute a lot to the 
bloom of Chinese American literature. Chinese American literature has received more 
and more attention at home and abroad. The special writing style, the gender problem, 
the emasculated Chinese men and the struggles of oppressed Chinese are always the 
issues that catch the notice of critics. Among them, the exploration of identity is the 
most pervasive. From “yellow peril” to “model minority,” Chinese American identity 
has had a great transformation. To interpret this phenomenon, critics have adopted 
different perspectives, like historical, cultural, religious, psychological and 
sociological ones. However, few of them pay attention to the influence of education 
on Chinese American identity formation. This paper tends to analyze it through three 
aspects: family education, community and private schooling and college cultivation. 
As the only son of a Shanghai official family, Gus Lee is the merely one born in 
America unlike his three Chinese-born sisters. His father Tsung-Chi Lee is a 
rebellious, courageous and educational ex-KMT military officer. He remarried a white 
well-educated Pennsylvania woman Edith after the tragic death of his wife. His 
mother Da-tsein came from a traditional scholar family that cherished education and 
religion. Nourished in the complex family, Gus Lee therefore like his protagonist, 
encountered numerous complexities and frustrations in his growth. Lee’s background 
is as varied as the leading character in China Boy and Honor and Duty. Growing up in 
the mainly African American neighborhood, the Panhandle in San Francisco, he was 
barely accepted by the black children without the protection of his biological mother.  















fourth year because of the engineering course. In 1969 and 1979, he got B.A and law 
degree from the UC Davis successively. After that, Lee has served as a drill sergeant, 
paratrooper, and an assistant dean working for low-income and minority students, and 
acting as Deputy Attorney General for the California District Attorneys Association. 
Though emerging much later as a writer in literary field, Gus Lee, together with 
Amy Tan, David Wong Luie, and Gish Jen is highlighted as “the gang of four” of 
Chinese American literature. Since his debut China Boy published, it has aroused 
many readers and critics’ great interest. China Boy set a brilliant achievement of the 
first printing of 7,5000 copies, and became San Francisco's first one city book 
selection. 
David Henry Hwang, the author of M. Butterfly commented that “China Boy 
forcefully fills a gap long neglected in American literature—the strong, authentic 
voice of an Asian-American male.” “EXTRODINARY…a fierce and passionate 
song of triumph over an alien landscape…alive with energy, despair, willpower 
and great tenderness…It is an exciting experience,” remarked The Washington 
Times (Lee, China Boy i).  
Comprised with thirty-one parts, China Boy, a semi-autobiographical novel 
presents a scraggy boy’s turbulent journey in searching of the identity-construction. 
Until six, Kai Ting spends a carefree childhood with the concern of his kindly mother. 
Educated by Daili, the embodiment of traditional Chinese culture, Kai Ting learns 
almost nothing about the western culture. However, the abrupt death of his mother 
and the appearance of Edna, a woman who tries to erase every vestige of Chinese 
culture compel him to face the ruthless street. Torn between two worlds, Kai 
desperately needs to find a way out. With the help of Uncle Shim, his mother’s 
intimate friend, Toussaint, a bosom in the community and Barraza, the devoted 
teacher and friend in Y.M.C.A., Kai gradually dares to face the bully of Big Willie and 
the violence of Edna. He begins to gain some knowledge about his individual identity.  
Encouraged by China Boy, Gus Lee issues his second novel Honor and Duty 
three years later. The problem of perplex identity still exists. To know how to keep 
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